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FIVE WAYS TO GET HIGH IN CHINA
by Tom O’Malley

Ride the world’s highest railway
The USD 4 billion Qinghai-Tibet railway is a staggering engineering feat. One 550km stretch 
of the route traverses permafrost at an altitude of over 4,000 meters, bridging glacial valleys, 
climbing mountain passes and rolling past vast herds of Tibetan antelope. Life onboard is a 
world away from the bone-rattling buses that still ply the potholed roads across the “rooftop 
of the world.” The comfy cabins are pressure-sealed, oxygen-enriched and UV-shielded, and 
even the water in the toilets is heated to prevent freezing.
RMB 1,262 buys you a bed in a four-berth soft sleeper cabin for the 47-hour, 4,064km journey from 
Beijing to Lhasa.

Slog up seriously steep sands
Rising up like a tidal wave in suspended  
animation, the 600m-tall Mingsha sand 
dunes have become a must-see site for  
travelers passing through the former Silk 
Road town of Dunhuang in arid Gansu 
province. From a distance, the tourist-laden 
camel trains plodding up the slope evoke 
the silk caravans of old, until the fantasy 
is blasted away by a fleet of dune buggies  
blazing across the sands, or microlites taking 
off for a buzzard’s-eye view of Crescent Lake, 
a moon-shaped oasis over the ridge.
Dunhuang is three hours by plane from Beijing.  
The five-star Silk Road Dunhuang Hotel is built 
in the style of a Chinese desert fortress, with double 
rooms from RMB 5,800.

Climb to the "moon”
Formed by the ac id ic waters of the  
meandering Li R iver, the loping l ime-
stone peaks around Yangshuo are ideal for 
rock climbing. Moon Hill, a 300m-high 
mound cut through with a crescent-shaped,  
stalact ite-studded cave, was the site of 
the f irst cl imbing route in these parts,  
established in 1990. Nowadays, over 200 
routes catering to all levels of experience 
riddle the surrounding cliffs, making this 
a truly world-class climbing area – and for  
now at least, gloriously uncrowded.
Several operators organize hal f- , s ingle - or 
multi-day climbing excursions from Yangshuo.  
See www.blackrockclimbing.com or www.
xclimber.com for more information.

Conquer the wild watchtowers
Closer to home – just two hours north of 
Beijing – the “stone dragon” winds across 
the razor-tooth tops of mountains above 
remote countryside. This is Jiankou, one 
of the highest unrestored stretches of the 
Great Wall, whose dramatic dips and ascents 
are a lure for amateur photographers. From 
here, it’s a four-hour, rubble-strewn hike 
south along the Wall to the upper reaches of  
Mutianyu, where you gain instant credo from 
the puffed-out tourists who can only wonder 
at what discoveries lie beyond.
Take bus 916 from Dongzhimen to Huairou (the 
final stop). From here, a 50-minute taxi ride to 
Houjiankou village should cost RMB 80-100.

Leap from a skyscraper
While some folk come to Macau to wander 
the sedate colonial rel ics of the former  
Portuguese enclave, for most it’s the Vegas-
style mega-casinos that are the big pull. Blow 
away the cobwebs after a long night on the 
blackjack tables with a 233m leap from the 
Macau Sky Tower. New Zealand bungee 
pioneer A. J. Hackett created this downtown 
adrenaline fix, dubbed the highest bungee 
jump on Earth. Count on a full eight seconds 
of pant-wetting freefall.
Jumps cost RMB 1,250 and include a T-shirt and 
certificate. 
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Say what you want about Badaling, but at least it has a cable car. See Feature, p80; photo by Tom O'Malley


